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Irregular verbs ____/8

chosen
trinken

greet
bringen

caught
torn

hold
hung

Present Perfect or Past Simple or Progressive ____/10

1. Tony (already learn) _________________ much for the test. Yesterday, he (study) 
_________________ all the vocabulary of unit 12. 
2. They (sit) _________________ in the garden, when it suddenly (start) ________________ 
to rain, so they quickly (go) _________________ into the house. 
3. While Lynne (read) _________________ a cool book, suddenly her boyfriend (storm) 
_________________ into the room.
4. Where (you/be) _________________ all afternoon? I (try) _________________ to phone 
you (seit 4 Stunden) _________________.

Mixed tenses ___/14

1. The Millers (work) _________________ in their garden (since/for) _________________ 
three hours already. Look! Now they (cut) _________________ their tree. 
2. Normally Sandra (not like) _________________ pop music, but yesterday she (buy) 
_________________ a CD of a famous pop singer. 
3. How long (you wait) _________________ for me? – I (come) _________________ here at 
10:15, so I (wait) _________________ for you (seit 20 Minuten) _________________. 
4. When Tony (see) _________________ what his girlfriend (do) _________________  in the 
corner, he (start) _________________  to cry. 
5.  Be careful! It (rain) _________________ and now the streets (be) _______________ wet. 

The/a/an or nothing ____/10

Alex is _____ intelligent boy. He is sitting in _____ garden of _____ neighbors who live in 
_____ Elm Street and he is watching _____ birds who are singing _____ song on _____ high 
tree. There are many _____ trees around _____ small pond in _____ garden. 

Passive ____/5

1. They were building the castle in 1950. 
2. Shaggy didn’t sing this song. 
3. Do Paul and Sue write tests every week?
4. The politician has told us a lie. (two possibilities) 

Reported Speech ____/6

1. Alex: “Don’t look down! Have you heard me? This is very important!”
2. Tom: “Where have you been? I have been trying to call you. Answer me!”
3. My parents: “Never open this box! Will you promise us this? Please be honest!”
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